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Words Change but Sins are the same 
 
Halfwit senses of manipulating the sins and evil by constantly changing the words continue, but idea of 
the evil from ancient times haven't changed! Drag Show means homosexual advocation, propagation, 
and indoctrination. Homosexuality is a sin where the Creator always personally stepped in to destroy. 
Bang the Sodom and Gomorrah event into deficient brainpower memory. Those who think the 
punishment won't happen, their times just haven't come yet. Those are just fresh lowlife sinners you 
see. Dying lowlife scumbags who are out of the scenes, you have to work hard to see them in hospitals, 
graveyards, and in hell. All those thriving displays of glory, bizarre personalities, and acts are just lies in 
the public views. They are in private hells and sinking deeper daily. Disgusting STD problems, damned 
souls under spiritual attacks like possessions, all kinds of emotions like fear, weakness, and mental 
issues ordinary people won't be able to sense. Homosexuals have no business with babies and kids 
logically anyway. They choose to wallow in lifestyle that have no respect to reproduction, and they want 
the drunkenness during the heists of homosexual sex engagement. They want that "high" feeling. Any 
forms of deep sins have tangible physical heists period during the acts. During that time, souls undergo 
possessive period and interact with demons, hell, and spiritual realms that established the connection. 
That connection gets stronger each time and the soul sinks lower at each interaction. Soon, the soul 
belongs to the devil and it lives to do the devil's will. Eventually, that soul cannot come back to this 
world. This is the case with drug usage, homosexual acts, and all other sins that are explicitly warned 
and forbidden by the Creator! Infections with STDs is more dangerous and deadly than COVID and most 
disgusting to me. I would be guarding my kids so fervently from those paths that would lure them into 
death traps in life. Who like sticking their dicks in shit piles? You go ahead and do that. If I know you like 
to do that, I will tell you that you are lower than a maggot to me. Does anyone like to live with and smell 
maggots? What do you do with maggots? 
 
By the way, watch out for suicide bombing-like kinds of mentalities. The souls that are damned, they 
feel deprived from its true purpose. They want all others to be lost souls too. That way they don't feel 
poorer in their spiritual status. Beware! Many people with STDs live on to intentionally spread it. They 
imagine if everyone in the world has it, they won't be like lowlife scumbags... This is the lowlife way to 
thinking "EQUALIZER"! I live to ascend in mind, body, and soul. Watch out for the jealous scumbags who 
live to equalize their lowlife status! 


